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Abstract— In this paper we have design a grass cutting 

machine and sprayer pump which can run utilizing electrical 

energy. Here we used 12 volt DC motor for power generation. 

The grass cutting machine and the spray pump is mainly 

proposal for reduced the man power and electricity. It 

presents the engineering solutions to current human health 

with hazards involved in spraying toxic chemicals. These 

days we are facing the problems like pollutions, power cut 

problem, etc. In order to overcome this problem, we have 

design such a machine which can be performing its function 

without causing any of these problems. In our project we use 

slider crank mechanism to convert rotary motion into 

reciprocatory motion to operate the pump, thus the pesticide 

is spread through the nozzle these work gives the 

continuously flow of pesticides at required pressure and 

height. A special arrangement is implemented in this project 

to adjust the pressure as high or low. We also used weed 

cutter in our model for removing unwanted pants the using 

agriculture sprayer the spraying time, weeding time human 

effort reduces and results in cost reduction. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

India is agrarian country, 65% people lives in rural areas and 

main source of their income is farming. In this regard we have 

to make a machine that can help to save time and efforts. The 

grass cutter is design to cut the grass and extensive garden. 

The use of pesticides in agricultural farm is mainly to kill the 

insects, avoid the injuries, diseases of plants. The pesticides 

plays main role to give safety and increases production rates 

and quality. In present agricultural feed sprayer are used these 

sprayers are hand operated. Such type sprayers needs more 

efforts and hard work and it consumes more time. To 

overcome this problem we are designing a sprayer pump 

which can operate on electricity and performing its function 

without causing any of these problem.     

 This project aims at developing a portable battery 

operated grass cutting device. As there is the power shortage 

so we have decided to make battery operated device. The 

motor will run on dc supply this motor is connected to blade 

shaft. This will rotate the blade in high speed and cut grass. 

This device will help in building eco-friendly system. The 

current technology commonly used for the cutting the grass 

is by the manually handled device. So in this paper we are 

trying to make daily purpose machine which is able to cut the 

grass in farm. The battery is attach on the top of machine 

because of this reduces power problem. The lawn mower is 

design primarily to cut the grass on sports ground and 

extensive gardens. 

 In regarding to above operations we are designing 

such a machine which are able to do both operations 

simultaneously or individually. Present in agricultural field 

manually operated machines are used which is not portable. 

Instead of that we found such a machine which can work 

spray pump as well as cutter machine. For taking separately 

spray pump and cutter is costier. Our machine is better 

solution with less cost and less man power required. The 

function of green house is to create the optimal growing 

conditions for the full life of the plants the use of pesticides, 

fungicides high temperature increase carbon dioxide and 

humidity levels. The main application of a spray pump in 

commercial sector has been concerned with the substitution 

of manual human labour by machines make the work more 

efficient, accurate, uniform and less costly. Generally farmer 

uses traditional way that is spray carried on a back pack and 

spraying crop this become time consuming costly and human 

fatigue is measure concern. Present day in agriculture the 

sprayers play an important role in spraying pesticides. 

Although varies like motorized, hand operated. Spraying 

pesticides is an important process in farming. Now a days 

there are many types of pesticide sprayers already in market. 

For the different types of pesticide sprayers there are have 

different shapes, size, method to carry it but the functions are 

same the current idea on sprayer in our project to utilize 

effectively reducing time of spraying human efforts and cost 

of spraying.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

This design contains multipurpose and battery charging 

system. Grass cutting machine by using 12 V DC source and 

motor speed control. This paper presents an engineering 

solutions to the current human health hazards involved in a 

spraying potentially toxic chemicals in the content space of 

hot and steamy greenhouse. Arm based pesticide spray pump 

the main use of pump in agricultural is for harvesting fruit 

picking, driverless tractors or sprayer are design to 

suppressed human labour. The aim is avoid manual spraying 

of pesticides in farm. It will achieve by replacing human by 

machine. These days we are facing the problems like 

pollutions, power cut problem etc. In order to overcome these 

problems, we have thought about the device, which can be 

performing its functions without causing any of these 

problems. So we have thought of doing the project on cutting 

grass, this uses the renewable source of energy for its 

operation like solar energy. This project aims at developing a 

portable solar operated grass cutting device, as there is power 

shortage. So we have decided to make a solar energy operated 

device. Solar panel is connected to the battery. Then by 

connecting inverter to battery DC current is converted to AC 

current. This will run the AC motor. This motor is connected 

to blade shaft . This will rotate the blade in high speed, cut 

the grass. This device will help in building of eco-friendly 

system. Current technology commonly used for cutting the 

grass is by the manually handled device. In this paper used 

novel technology. So in this paper we are trying to make a 

daily purpose robot which is able to cut the grasses in Lawn. 

The system will have some automation work for guidance and 
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other obstacle detection and the power source that is battery 

and a solar panel will be attached on the top of the robot 

because of this reduces the power problem.The present 

technology commonly used for trimming the grass is by using 

the manually handle device. In this paper we have automated 

the machine for trimming the grass. The device consists of 

linear blade which is operated with the help of the motor the 

power supply for the motor is by using battery. The battery 

can be charge by using power supply . In case of any obstacles 

in the path it is sensed by using ultrasonic sensor. If there is 

any variation then the device using free direction sensor and 

find the new path to travel. The above feature is enabled so 

that the damage to the hardware of the device is avoided. In 

future the automation of the device will play a vital role in 

world wide. This project is an autonomous lawn mower that 

will allow the user to the ability to cut their grass with 

minimal effort. Unlike other robotic lawn mowers on the 

market, this design requires no perimeter wires to maintain 

the robot within the lawn. Through an array of sensors, this 

robot will not only stay on the lawn. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Present in agricultural field manually operated machines are 

used which is not portable. Instead of that we found such a 

machine which can work spray pump as well as cutter 

machine. For taking separately spray pump and cutter is 

costier. Our machine is better solution with less cost and less 

man power required. 

IV. OBJECTIVES 

The grass cutter machine powered by electrical energy which 

is capable cutting the grass without the need of any human 

interaction. There is no any fuel consumption and 

maintenance part. The grass cutter is totally operated on 

electrical energy, so that the pollution and use of fuel 

controlled and achieving accuracy and work efficiency. 

V. BRIEF HISTORY 

The first grass cutter was invented by Edwin Budding in 1830 

in Gloucestershire, England. Budding’s grass cutter was 

designed primarily to cut the grass on sports grounds and 

extensive gardens as superior alternative to the scythe. 

Budding’s first machine was 19 inches (4800mm) with a 

frame made of wrought iron. The mover was pushed from 

behind cast iron gear wheels transmitted power to the rear 

roller to the cutting cylinder. His machine was the catalyst for 

the preparation of modern-style ovals, playing fields 

(pitches), grass courts, etc. this lead to the condification of 

modern rules for many sports, including for football, lawn 

bowls, lawn tennis and others. From the late 19th century 

through the middle of 20th century, DC to AC power 

conversion was accomplished using rotary converters. 

 The result with either is AC- in, DC-out. With an M-

G set, the DC can be considered to be separately generated 

from the AC; with a synchronous converter, in a certain case 

it can be considered to be “rectified AC”. Given the right 

auxiliary and control equipment, an M-G set or rotary 

converter can be “run backward” , converting DC to AC. 

Hence an inverter is an inverted converter. While spray bottle 

existed long before the middle of 20th century, they used 

rubber bulb which was squeezed to produce the spray; the 

quickly moving air siphoned fluid from the bottle. The rapid 

improvement in plastics after world war II increased the range 

of fluid of that could be dispensed, and reduced the cost of 

sprayers because assembly could be fully automated.The 

Dracket company, manufactures of windex glass cleaners, 

was leader in   promoting spray bottles. Roger Dracket raised 

soybeans, converted soybean to plastic using technology 

purchased from Henry Ford, and was invested in the seaquist 

company, early manufacturer of sprayers and closures. 

Initially the brittle nature of early plastics required that 

sprayers be packaged in cardboard box, and the sprayer 

inserted in the glass Windex bottle by the consumer. The in 

the manufacturing sprayers was also a factor, consumer 

would reuse the sprayers with bottle after bottle of glass 

cleaner. As plastics improved and the cost of sprayers 

dropped, manufacturers were able to ship products with the 

sprayers already in the bottle.the late 1960s, spray bottles 

with trigger style actuators appeared and quickly became 

popular, as this design was less fatiguing to use. The original 

pump-style bottle remained more popular for applications 

like mono-aerosol deodorants, where size was a factor and 

repeated pumps were not required.      

VI. METHODOLOGY 

1) Selection of project topic 
2) Literature survey 
3) Design 
4) Selection of components 
5) Assembly 

VII. COMPONENTS 

List of components  

1. Battery  

2. Motor 

3. Coupling  

4. Cutter  

5. Gear 

6. Pump  

7. Frame  

1) Battery 

We are using lead-acid battery which are widely used even 

when a surge current is not important and other designs could 

provide higher energy density. In 1999 lead acid battery sales 

accounted for 40-45% of the volume. The electrical energy 

produced by discharging lead acid battery can be attributed to 

the energy released when the when the strong chemical bond 

of water (H2O) molecules are form from H+ ions of acid and 

O2- ions of PbO2 conversely during charging the battery act 

as a water splitting device and in the charged state the 

chemical energy of the battery is mostly stored in the acid. 

 Most of the world’s lead acid batteries are 

automobile starting, lighting, ignition (SLI) batteries with an 

estimated 320 million units. Large lead acid batteries are also 

used to power the electric motor in diesel electric vehicle. 

Excessive charging of battery causes electrolysis emitting 

hydrogen and oxygen. This process is known as gassing. 
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Fig. 1. Battery 

2) Motor  

Motor is used for mechanical power generation. 1 HP 12volt 

PMDC motor is used . PMDC motor,permanat magnet 

(located in stator) provide magnetic filed instead of stator 

winding. The stator is usually made from steel in cylindrical 

form. Permanent magnet are usually made from rare earth 

materials or neodgmium the rotor is slotted armature which 

carries armature winding. 

 An electriv motor that uses permanent magnet dose 

not have any filed winding that serve as electromagnet on 

stator frame instead the permanent magnet on the stator frame 

provide the magnetic filed that interact with rotor filed to 

produce torque permanent magnet is known as permanent 

magnet DC (PMDC) motor.the magnets are radially 

magneties and are mounted on the inner periphery of 

cylindrical steel stator. The stator of motor serves as a return 

path for the magnetic flux. 

 
Fig.2. Motor 

3) Couplling (Muff Coupling or Sleeve Coupling) 

The primary purpose of the coupling is to join two pieces of 

rotating equipment. Muff coupllings are rigid coupllings, 

design for use in system where misalignment is neither 

present nor desired. These coupling offer an easy and cost 

effective method for extending a shaft or adapting between 

two different shaft sizes. Muff coupling is the simplest type 

of rigid coupling, consist of a hollow cylinder whose inner 

diameter is same as shaft. It is fitted over the ends off the two 

shafts by means of a Gib-head key. The power is transmitted  

from one shaft to another shaft by means of a key and sleeve 

or muff. 

 
Fig. 3. Muff coupling 

4) Cutter 

 Rotary blade cutter 

 Blade material –  metallic blade 

 Blade length -30 cm 

 
Fig. 4. Grass cutter 

5) Gear 

a) Spur Gear 

Is machine elements used to reduced speed and power with 

increasing in torque. Spur gear are most common type of 

gears. They have straight teeth, and are mounted on parallel 

shafts. Sometimes many spur gear are used at ones to create 

vary large gear reduction. Two meshing gears transmitting 

rotational motion in which smaller gear is rotating faster 

while larger gear rotates slower.in case of speed reduction 

smaller gear called pinion is a driver where as large wheel is 

a driven.  when two gear mesh, if one gear is bigger than 

other, mechanical advantages is produced with the rotational 

speed and the torques of the two gear differing in proportion 

to their diameters. The material used for a gear manufacturing 

are Numerous Non-ferrous allows, cast iron, powder 

metulargy and plastic. Howhere steels are most commonly 

used because of there high strenght-to-weight ratio and low 

cost. 

 
Fig. 5. Spur gear 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Spur_Gear_12mm,_18t.svg
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b) Worm and worm wheel 

A worm drive is a gear arrangement in which a worm meshes 

with worm gear. Worm is a gear in the form of screw where 

as worm gear is similar to spur gear like other arrangement a 

worm drive can reduce rotational speed while transmitting 

higher torque one of the major advantages of worm gear drive 

in its are that they can transfer motion in 90 degree.worm gear 

configuration in which the gear cannot drive the worm are 

called self locking whether a worm and gear is self locking 

depends on the lead angle the pressure angle and the 

coefficient of friction. 

 
Fig. 6. Worm and worm wheel 

6) Pump 

It consists piston cylinder arrangement it has a lever to 

operate the motion of ppiston is reciprocating direction. The 

pump generates the pressure of 2 bar and discharge of 2 lpm. 

 
Fig. 7. Pump 

7) Crank 

The function of crank to transfer motion from prime mover to 

the connecting rod for further operations having the circular 

disc having eccentricity at which  rotory otion of crank is 

converted into reciprocating/ linear motion of connecting rod.  

a) Connecting rod 

The main function of connecting rod is to convert rotory 

motion into reciprocating linear motion here connecting rod 

convert rotory motion of crank to reciprocating motion of 

pump and extension rod. 

b) Nozzle 

It is device which converts pressure energy of fluid into 

kinetic energy, spray nozzle is precision device that facilitates 

the dispersion of liquid into spray. Nozzle is used for purpose 

to distribute a liquid over an area. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Various types of nozzles 

c) Tank 

We want our tank to carry as much fluid as it can be along 

with itself weight as less as possible. We have taken a tank 

which is almost 16 liter capacity. A material for tank used is 

a plastic fiber. Plastfiber is very low in weight as compare to 

other materials. It also has a very low cost.  

VIII. CONSTRUCTION 

1) Motion transmitted by gear drive arrangement. 

2) Slider crank mechanism. 

3) Rotary motion converted into reciprocating motion. 

 
Fig. 9. CAD Model 

 

A. Wheel 

Wheel is used to carry the whole assembly and move machine 

from one place to another by rotary motion of it. Most 

commonly a wire wheel, designed for bicycle. Bicycle wheel 

is designed to fit into the frame. And for fork via drop out, 

and whole bicycle tyre. A typical modern wheel has a metal 

hub, wire tension spokes and a metal and the carbon fiber rim 

which holds a pneumatic rubber tyre. We use the tubeless 

tyre. 

B. Frame 

The main function of frame is to carry a whole assembly on 

it so it has to be strong enough to hold it. The frame is made 

of square pipe and it is formed out of mild steel.   

IX. DESIGN CALCULATIONS  

1) 1)Diameter of front wheel : 0.18m  

2) Diameter of rear wheel : 0.60 m  

3) Tank capacity : 16 lit  
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4) Lenght of base : 0.80 m  

5) Pipe lenght : 1.5 m  

6) Battery : 12V  

7) Diameter of handle pipe :0.09 m  

8) Motor capacity :2.2 A  

9) Charging time :3hr  

10) Battery Duration time :7hr  

X. CALCULATIONS  

1) Power = energy per second  

2) Battery 12Ah current,12V  

3) Power=V × I =12×12 = 144W  

4) Total power stored in battery = 432 WH  

5) Flow rate of nozzle  

Qn=28.9 × D2 × P  

Where Qn= flow rate of water from nozzle(gpm)  

D=Nozzle diameter(inch)  

P=Pressure at nozzle (psi)  

Pressure at nozzle  

Height of nozzle=6ft  

To lift the water at 6ft require pressure P=0.1790bar=2.597psi  

Diameter of nozzle=0.039inch (1inch=2.5cm)  

To find discharge for one nozzle(Q)  

=28.9*D2*P  

= 28.9*(0.039)2*2.594  

=0.1141GPM  

=0.4292lit/min  

Hence discharge for one nozzle is 

0.4292lit/min,(1GPM=3.78lit)  

Discharge for 4 nozzle,  

=4*0.4292  

= 1.7168lit/min  

To find speed (N)  

Q=(3.14/4)*D2*S*N  

N= 10.34rpm=11rpm  

XI. ADVANTAGES  

 It consume less time and saves money as compare with 

conventional spraying and grass cutting 

 This machine does not require any fuel for power 

generation so maintenance is less 

 This model removes problem of back pain, vibration and 

noise  

 This model has provided multiple nozzle which has 

continuous spray over crop and this process takes less 

time than other sprayers for spraying. 

XII. FUTURE SCOPE 

Now a days spraying of crop is done by operator taking pump 

on back. But we are developing this conventional spraying 

for reducing efforts and time by using slider crank mechanism 

and gear drive.  

XIII. CONCLUSION 

It is upgraded design of manually operated sprayer and grass 

cutter which will be helpful for small land farmer. Project 

entitled Manufacturing of grass cutter is successfully 

completed and results are satisfactory. Spur gear used to 

provide motion. 
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